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ACIP Hepatitis WG Terms of Reference

- Update ACIP recommendations for hepatitis A vaccine
  - ACIP Routine Recommendation for Hepatitis A Vaccine
    MMWR 2006 May 19;55(RR-7):1-23
  - Update: Prevention of hepatitis A after exposure to hepatitis A virus and in international travelers. Updated recommendations of the ACIP
    MMWR 2007 Oct 19;56(41):1080-4
  - Updated recommendations from the ACIP for use of hepatitis A vaccine in close contacts of newly arriving international adoptees
    MMWR 2009 Sep 18;58(36):1006-7

- Evaluate HEPLISAV-B efficacy and safety
Work Group Considerations

- July 2017 to October 2017
  - Hepatitis A
    - Hepatitis A routine vaccination
    - Hepatitis A post-exposure prophylaxis
    - Hepatitis A vaccination of international travelers
    - Hepatitis A vaccination of pregnant women
    - Hepatitis A outbreaks
      - Homeless as a risk group for hepatitis A
  - Hepatitis B
    - HEPLISAV-B efficacy and safety
Today’s Session

- Dynavax HEPLISAV-B
- Work Group considerations: HEPLISAV-B
- Hepatitis A outbreaks
Next Steps

- Present the full updated hepatitis A vaccine statement for vote

- Continue ACIP hepatitis vaccines work group deliberations on adult hepatitis B vaccination
  - GRADE HEPLISAV-B
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